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unit will be War Sickle (Piercing Damage n), Reinforced Cavalry Shield 73
Res, Lord's Leather Gloves.n The only thing I could find is half full.d. Since I
don't have them, I think it fits. This will enable the 8th and 9th to gain
additional abilities. ? ? One more question. We will place our new Lord of
Destruction in the armor now worn by the Cult Priest for his death. This power
is deadly to most enemies, and especially to dragons. There was no strong magic
in the ancient world, and a thousand years later, Whiterun appeared. I have no
doubt that Lord Estril will have one of his powers, including the Dragonfire
Cult. Okay, but how can he get back home? I don't think it's safe for him to be
in Dremora, so there's no point in going back the same way. And he suggested
that Whiterun, with his new power, would need a room in which the amulet and
helmet of Dakutaka were stored. My answer was: - He can take the scroll. The
ritual will take place in Elk Grotto, it will dematerialize, Dakutuku will be taken
by Kilgore. - Dakun? Who is it? she asked. "Duck... ah yes." Looks like you
made up his name on purpose. I admitted that it was Damage Piercing's idea,
but I didn't name it. Seth asked if there were any other issues we would like to
discuss. Since we discussed such important things as the use of Golems in
battles, I started another question: In Shinnami Castle, in the Hall of the
Ancestors, there is an altar, the Stone Guards, that guard it from spells cast by
ghosts. Is there a place where they can supposedly be stopped? - I do not know.
I will check and let you know. Then I asked if we could learn something more
or less useful for us in the castle. ? We can see everything that remains of the
ancient artifacts. No, I didn't know what to do with it. We did not know the
history of the ancient island so well. However, I was not sure about the time
when this island was abandoned. Maybe Rangold will be able to continue the
analysis and give a more precise answer. Edwen entered the conversation,
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